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Week 4: Defence (30-45 minutes) 
 

Guidelines 
 Remember to watch the instructional videos provided for each drill (click the title of the drill) 

 If you have questions about the session please use the WhatsApp messenger or Zoom Meetings 

 Print this session plan or keep it open on your phone/tablet to refer back to during the session 
 

Glossary of Terms 
  “Sit on an imaginary toilet/chair”: A fun and simple way to get a players to “sit” in to an 

“athletic stance” 

 “Big to bigger”: When teaching the slide you can use this to ensure the gap between the players 
feet is going from big to bigger, we don’t want their feet coming together 

 “String from head to toe”: We don’t want the players moving up and down as they slide, the top 
of their head should stay at the same level throughout so you can tell them to imagine there is a 
string tied to their big toe all the way up to their head. You could also use “Imaginary glass 
ceiling” and encourage them not to break the glass 

 “Close-out”: This is the act of sprinting out to an opponent to defend a shot or dribble, when 
executing a close-out you want to cover as much distance in your first 3 or 4 steps as possible 
before quickly stutter stepping with a hand up in your opponents vision while quickly coming 
back to an “athletic stance” 

 “Pitter Patter”: This is a good way to communicate the movement required to come to an abrupt 
stop from a sprint or for the player to perform fast feet 

 “Backpedal”: Run backwards 

 
Focus Points and Objectives 

 Create a fun learning environment for the kids 

 Get kids active, outside and enjoying sport 

 Build children’s knowledge of basketball 

 Start to teach the fundamentals of defence 

 

Warm Up 5 minutes 
Squats X 10, High Knee Skip X 10 (each leg), High Knee Run X 10 (each leg), Line Hops X 20, Z-Cuts  X 10 
(each leg), Pitter-Patter-Sprint-Decelerate X 5 

 

Defensive Slide/Lateral Push Drill 5-10 minutes 
Equipment: 4m X 4m space 
 
Purpose: To teach the players the basic footwork 
involved in the defensive slide movement 

Coach 
Teach this movement one step at a time, if the 
player can achieve an athletic stance and hold 
for 10 seconds that is great, then have them 
push off their right foot to slide to their left 
returning to a balanced athletic stance. Once 
they understand that you can add in multiple 
slides and teach both directions 
Cues 

 “Big to bigger”  

 “String from head to toe” 

Setup 
 Player starts on a line or behind a cone 

 Have them come to an “athletic stance” 

 Player is to push off right foot in or to slide to 
their left 

 Repeat this multiple times in both directions 

 Maintaining athletic stance is key 

Challenge 

 Have them mirror you and follow you as you dribble left or right 

 Layout 2 cones and have them respond to you pointing to a cone, sliding as quickly as possible 

 

  

https://youtu.be/ALzJZpkT-Lo
https://youtu.be/rJZ4BuMh7qM


Closeout, Slide and Backpedal Drill 5-10 minutes 
Equipment: Basketball, 4 cones and 4X4m space 
 
Purpose: To help teach the players a “close-out” and 
to transition from close-out to slide 

Coach 
Continue to focus on technique but allow the 
player to experiment with changes in direction 
and figure out the movement of their body 
 
Cues 

 “Pitter Patter” 

 “Big to bigger” 

Setup 

 Lay out 4 cones in the shape of a box roughly 
3m-4m apart similar lengths to the free 
throw line and side of the key 

 Have the player sprint at the first cone, 
coming to a stop just short of the cone 

 They should then drop in to an defensive 
stance and slide to the next cone 

 Once at that cone they should “backpedal” 
back to in line with their starting position and 
then slide again to their starting position 

Challenge 

 See how many times they can complete the movements in a minute 

 

Reactive Drill 5-10 minutes 
Equipment: Basketball, cones and as much open 
space as possible 
 
Purpose: To help challenge the reaction time and to 
put their technique under some pressure 

Coach 
Continue to focus on technique but allow the 
player to experiment with changes in direction 
and figure out the movement of their body, have 
fun with it and try to trick/challenge their 
decision making 
 
Cues 
This game will force the player to focus and 
respond to a stimulus  

Setup 

 Lay out a 5 cones roughly 2m-3m apart in arc 
shape (similar to the 3 point arc) 

 Have the player stand facing the cones under 
the hoop or approximately where the hoop 
would be 

 The player should start in a defensive stance 
with fast feed 

 When you point to a cone they should sprint 
out and touch that cone returning to their 
starting position 

 Do this 3-5 times to work on conditioning 

Challenge 

 Assign a number to each cone and call out a number rather than pointing 

 Have them sprint to a cone and do 5 star jumps before landing and returning to the middle 

 Have the player complete a close-out when they sprint out to the cone 

 

  

https://youtu.be/aSvFDJcIzys
https://youtu.be/PggPs5r-iJY


Warm Down and Review 5 minutes 
Warm Down 

 Shoot 5 free throws 

 Static stretches (lightly hold 5 seconds each leg): calf, quadriceps (front thigh), hamstrings 

 
Review and Goal Setting 

 Did you have fun? What was your favourite drill? 

 Shoot 5 free throws 

 Complete some basic static stretches: quadriceps, hamstrings, calves 

 Ask questions about the session to reinforce learning: “How wide should your feet be in an 
athletic stance?”, “What part of your opponent’s body should you focus on when defending 
them?” 

 Did you know Michael Jordan won NBA Defensive Player of the Year and was name to the all NBA 
Defensive Team 9 times? 

 


